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Since different loss exposures are not perfectly correlated, the aggregate loss will have less variability than a
weighted average of the individual component losses; i. Would they need a separate contract for each crop and
each province? The Crop Production Services unit provides inputs e. This volatility was, in large part, due to
the weather. Table 4 indicates that UGG just increased its debt ratio, which makes financial distress costs more
of a concern. UGG then would have to obtain price quotes in a marketplace that had relatively few
participants. The instructor therefore might have to review a number of concepts related to regression analysis,
such as the meaning of coefficient estimates, t-statistics, R-squared, and forecasting. The structure of the
payoff could be that once a predetermined value is hit, UGG receives payments for each unit that the weather
index is below the predetermined value. Similarly, the temperature and precipitation effect oats and wheat in
the same way. This unit also faces competition from a number of other grain and feed companies. In addition,
Mike and Peter were not sure that the capital markets really would reward the firm for eliminating weather
risk, given that this was a risk that most investors could easily diversify on their own. Currently, UGG
purchased a number of different insurance policies for various traditional risk exposures. As noted in the case,
UGG has tried to create brand names for its products and to provide superior service to customers. The
negative and statistically significant coefficient on the average June temperature variable indicates that wheat
yields in Alberta are negatively related to the average June temperature. The vertical axis measures expected
gross profit and the horizontal axis measures a weather index, which equals a weighted average of various
temperature and precipitation measures in western Canada. Figure 5 provides an example of the type of
analysis conducted by Willis Risk Solutions. The case also states that a solution to the moral hazard problem
is to base the insurance contract payoff on industry grain volume. This is because the expected cost to
shareholders of paying these losses is the expected loss, but the expected cost to shareholders of having the
insurer pay these losses is greater than the expected loss due to the 20 percent load- ing. Similar analysis was
also conducted for other grains and seeds. These contracts were sold in the over-the-counter OTC market by
firms such as Enron.


